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Title word cross-reference

16 [CG10]. 17 [SMP12]. 2 [Cam15, DGDG13, YDW23]. 20 [CA11]. 37
[BMHD11]. 404 [KK13]. 5 [Cam15], 2 [RYY10]. m [Sch08]. A [Bur07b]. C
[YZF13]. F³ [BGS19]. g [AK15, ER19b, Gag09, GR09, Rou08, Sch10a,
Sch10b, Sch13e, Tol08, WTR22, Woe08a, vEW08, vEW09]. H
[ZTG11, ZYCK12, ACHVH09, AOdFC12, BBMP12, BI10, BBL15, BD07a,
BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, Bor14b, BGT22, BN21, Bur07a,
Bur07b, Bur13a, Cam14, zChHY13, CGD21, CMMT13, CB07, Die15,
Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER19b, ER21, FM11b, Gag09,
GM12, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kos13a, KHC11a, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12,
LRWY13, LY14, LJHH23, Mal16, MR13, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Pra13a,
Pra13b, Rou08, RYY10, Ry12b, RGYSC13, Sch08, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13d,
Sch15, Smo21b, Van08, WWY21, WTR22, WH111, YWZ23, YR08,
ZY18, ZRY11, ZY12, vEW08, vEW09]. h[2] [Rou08]. hg [MT10]. k
[WTR+22]. π [Vin13b]. ψ [Lat21, WTR+22]. Q
dABJGM21, RLG13, RLG14]. q2 [CAHVH10]. R [Gag11, LCY19]. R2
[Rou08]. S [KK21, Pra13c]. w [Per17b]. Z [PS13, Lun07].

-authors [BO19]. -based [FM11b]. -bubble [Pra13b, RGZSC13]. -core
[Cam14, zChHY13, KHC11a]. -cores [LRWY13]. -Degree [ZRY11, ZY12].
-gram [Khr09]. -Index [ACHVH09, AK15, A0dFC12, BBMP12, BBL15,
BN21, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMMT13, CB07, Egg08a, GM12, GS10,
GR09, KHC11b, KHC13, Lat21, LR08, LF12, LY14, LJHH23, Mal16, MR13,
MT10, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Per17b, Rout08, RYY10, RY12b, Sch08, Sch10b,
Schi3c, Sch13c, Sch13d, Sch15, T0108, Van08, Vin13b, WTR+22, Woe08a,
WLH11, YWZ+23, YR08, ZY18, Bor14b, CAHVH10, BGS19, Bur07b, PS13,
Pra13c, Rout08, YZF13]. -indices [ER19b, Gag09, vEW08, vEW09]. -like
[CGD+21]. -means [ZLL+18]. -measures [RLG14, RLG13]. -page [KK13],
-related [ZTG11]. -score [Lun07]. -Sequence [LY14]. -step
[YDW+23, YWZ+23]. -subnet [WWY21]. -tail [zChHY13, KHC11a]. -tails
[LRWY13]. -type
[BI10, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER21, SMP12, Sn021b]. -year
[Cam15, DGDG13].

10 [KE17, Ron13, YAY+17], 101316 [BCGGS23], 11 [BCG17a, FM17b],
12 [Lin18a], 13 [HLB+21], 14 [MdMAGBLI21b], 14/ Article [WZHH23],
145 [AORC12a], 19 [KYhK23, LZH+22, RGZSC23, SLLM23, UKL23].

[Ano22a, Ano22f, Ano22g]. 2023 [Ano23a, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h]. 21st
[BI08]. 2nd [Kos10a].

357 [BCGM17b].

5 [AORC12a, AORC12b]. 5G [TWC+23]. 5SQual [MGLF09].

6 [Ron13]. 63 [AORC12b].

7 [RLG14]. 787 [BCG17a]. 799 [BW22].

9 [RGRE16].

ability [WTR+22]. above [dNL15]. above-journal [dNL15]. Abramo
[GTD16, Zit16]. abrupt [BSdA+21]. absolute [Vin12]. absorptive
[CMMN08]. abstracts [LP16, SD22, SCZ23, BMS+09]. academia
[HH14, NLSM23, YPL+22]. Academic
[BP12, Or14, RL18, AD16, ADS16, ALR+23, CH23, CRIY21, Cso21,
DFHCT21, DFCGB15, DFFBR16, DGV18b, FC10, FM11b, Hag15, HZW19,
altruism [KB14]. always [CySIY18, HR16, WvEW13]. American [AYL14, HZW19]. among [ADM17, AF15, LWB19b, LF21, LAL09, SYP16, SLB13, WTR22, YDCL13]. analyses [GWMP16, LHTW15, Ort14, ZS08]. Analysing [Fra07, GHvdB+14]. Analysis [BPI22, Cam14, CH23, CK22, IST10, PSG12, AAH11, Abb16, ACD12d, ACD12d, ADM13a, ADD19a, ADD21a, ADD21b, ACD12d, AYL14, AKML18, AC17, BGLS22, BBL19, BRA19, BHCH17, BBS21, BMD07, BP11, BMHD11, BM12, BM13a, BLM13, BL17, BH18, BM21, BH22, BvECW18, BRN18, BNbH17, BvR11, But11, CMN08, CX16, CXZ+22a, CD23, CY22, Cho21, Cho23, CRS14, Cop19, CT16, Cso18, DLM+17, DN17, DFCGB15, Din11b, DLGC13, DLGT19, DMCLH22, EAG22, ED15, Eom08, FGW+22, Fra10a, FM11a, FMM16a, FJW15, FHH17, GG09, GAW21, Gli07, GACC17, HB23b, HLD+23, HTZS23, HPNM22, HYC15, JWL17, JSD14, JS14, JHK+16, JY21, KM22, Ke21a, KYC12, KJS16, KPS22, KB17, KTA18, LG11, LL15, LBSA13, LLW21, LR08, LJM13, LHWS18, LH21, LCL+22, LDSD18]. analysis [Ma12, Mag12, Mal16, Mal10, MMCvLLC18, Mar15, MMY17, MF21, MBD17, OG13, Ort1a, PWY21, PYCH19, PMAT13, Pis22, PTO9, QCQVDMA10, RS16, RNBI18a, RS10b, RA15, San13b, SMP12, SG07, SLK+23, SYP+16, SHD15, SZ10, SLNC13, TMK16, The18c, The19a, TWH08, TD10, TLY+21, Tsa14, VZAMMFAB15, VTPF15, Vas09, VCT22, Wal12, Wal16a, Wal16c, Wal16d, WW16, WCG21, WML+21, Wil16, WB16a, WB16b, Woe08a, WZ14, WW15, WLLL18, XLLZ14, XZDS21, XWK+21, YG14, YVW+13, YW15, YHWZ16, YHS18, YWW+23, YSS23, YSPW09, YS21, YY23, Yur17a, ZH18, ZLJ+10, ZSH+16, ZWM17, ZLW21, ZWDS21a, ZWDS21b, SK21, TSM09]. analytic [CCL16]. analytical [BGGB13]. analytics [SAB+16, ZWM+21]. analyze [BTZY21, CGD+21, RFMC17]. Analyzing [LBD+19, WYCF23, FM10b, vEW14]. Angewandte [BMS+09, BD09, BD10a]. Annual [BH22, PHANPP13]. anomalous [Pet21]. ANVUR [BCGM17a, AD17b]. Any [FMM14, Cla16, MBD17, vdBHS17a]. anyway [GTD16]. API [TS12]. apples [ACD13b]. applicability [Jar07b]. Application [CtRlY21, CY22, ETGS21, OG13, San14, ACD11b, BBMP12, BS17, BBL19, BSdMAM16, CCC+18, CLHHVH11, DLM+19, GPNA13, HG14, HR18, Jar07a, JFZZ23, MF21, MdGNS22, RSRP19, RYY10, San11b, KbBOK15b]. applications [AORC11a, AORC12a, BD07b, BLV0, Cho21, Cho23, Egg07a, KCH21b, LRE17, MBJ11, RH13, WKCC23, vdBMM22]. applied [BMD08b, LBMM14, To108]. Applying [HS11]. Approach [BGS21, AHRCV17, AF17b, BL21, BMD08a, BW11, BLWSE11, BLW13, Bor19, BM11b, BM14, BM16, Bur13b, CCL16, CMCMM22, CMC11, CtRlY21, CKKY21, CLHHVH11, CCL18, DBS15, DFHCT21, FLB22, FC17, GG19, GFGALG21, GPGBMA10, HM21a, HB23a, HLD+23, HR18, HLHC22,
author-entity [JXYS21]. Author-level [MMOMLC18, BSA21, Wil16].

AuthorRank [ABS21]. authors [ADR13, ACD14, AD15d, ADZ18, Bor19, BO19, BM10, BM16, BADFT11, CSDFCA17, DT13, DWW21, HAG14b, HCS19, KOS12d, LWWL14, LZ15, LHL+21, RS10a, Ron18, San11a, San11b, San13b, San14, Smo21a, SDL16, TS16, VW16, JY21]. Authorship [ADD19a, AAH11, BAGADF15, DN17, IPS21, KJ+19, LT13, ORT14, PHMSML17, WAL12, dMAGBLIM18]. authorships [AF17b].


citation [WYC23, XMLM21, YW15, YL22, YWZ+23, YYW14, YS21, YP21, YY23, Yun22, ZH18, ZWBA21, ZLW21, ZXS21, ZS08, ZF22, ZZ12, ZSCSG23, dMAGBLIM18, dNL15, dLP11, vEW14, Fin13, SYW18].
citation-based [ADG21, AW14, HHA16, LF21, Pa15, PD21, SKLR16, ZZ12].
citation-rank [BLW13, Sch14a, Sch14c].
citations [CGD21, VG10a, ACD12b, ACD12c, AD15d, ADF19, ADD21a, ADD21b, ADD21c, AAK+21, BZL19, BSS22, BAL18, BMH21, BM16, BvECW18, CMCM21, CM14, Che17, DFHCT21, FLQ23, FT17, Fin14, FC17, FMM14, Fra07, GAD19, GYZ17, HGJZ17, HCL13, HCS19, KW21, Kos10a, KCH21b, KK13, LO10, LR11, LQLJ14, LQLJ15, LCY19, LWCH22, MMOMTLC18, MSPD16, NMNJM13, Ng17, PWY21, PML21, San11a, San14, San15, SL15, SC21, Smo16, The18b, The19b, Vin13b, WvEW13, Wan14, WS21, WNH+23, ZYCK12, ZL11, OA13].
cited [ACD14, AD15c, ADD21b, BL12, BM13a, BH16a, BTZY21, BK14, BADFT11, Cam14, CAL15, CQAL21, Cho21, Cho23, CH14, HB23b, HW14, HR16, HTX+18, HTLC21, LWB14, LYF17, MMOMHL17, MGC18, MAS23, PD21, Sch13c, Sma18, TB18b, TW14a, TF15a, TMLB16, WYX+12].
citedness [BL15].
CitedReferencesExplorer [TMLB16].
CiteScore [CS22, Meh19].
cities [BP11, CT16, Cso18, MEG+16].
Citing [Zit10, ADD21b, BAL18, BADFT11, Cam14, CMCM21, DTG12, GAD19, SD22, TB18a, WZ14].
Citing-side [Zit10].
CitNetExplorer [vEW14].
City [BMML21].
city-level [BMML21].
claims [FJOROMT22, RC12b].
clarifications [FGMM12].
clarifying [ZY21].
class [AS21].
classes [BLM13].
Classification [BPU+14, BSdA+21, YYW14, CLC11, CXZ+22b, DU21, FMM16a, GNBVQ+14, Khr09, LRC13, MLDP21, PRRC17, RC14, RCW15, WW16, ZLJ+10, ZH18].
classification-system-based [RC14].
classifications [LBZ16, SJZ+19, SA18].
classifier [SD22, WYX+12].
classify [OLRF11].
climates [HLB+19, HLB+21, SFF23].
clinical [Ke21b, LTC22, MCMK08, SD22].
ClinicalTrials.gov [JHK+16].
close [BP11].
closer [GHP21].
closure [Pen15].
Clues [ZSP+22].
cluster [Wil16].
Clustering [CF16, VW16, YAL12, CB19, CMG15, FLB22, JS22, LY18, NPS13, WvEN10, ZLJ+10, ZL18].
clustering-based [FLB22].
clusters [Sma09].
CNCIs [PSA21].
Co [KM22, LY18, MCLV23, AAH11, ADR13, BSW17, BAGADF15, CB19, DN17, IPS21, JSD14, KJS16, KMJ+19, KSJL15, KK07, LW11, Ort14, PRRC15, PVH21, Sma09, YY10, WW15, Yun22, ZS08, dMAGBLIM18].
co-author [KK07].
co-authored [PRRC15].
co-authors [ADR13].
co-authorship [AAH11, BAGADF15, DN17, IPS21, KMJ+19, Ort14, dMAGBLIM18].
co-citation [JSD14, KJS16, Sma09, Yun22, ZS08].
co-clustering [CB19].
co-evolution [WW15].
co-invention [PVH21].
co-keywords [KM22].
Co-mention [LY18]. co-occurrences [VY10]. Co-patents [MCLV23].
co-publication [BSW17]. co-readership [KSJL15]. co-words [LW11].
Coauthor [ZLY21, Hag13, Per17a]. Coauthors [ZLY21, Xie21b].
coauthorship [Din11b, GFGALG21, Kar14, KK15, OMFF23, RP08, XOL16, XZKS22].
cocitation [BNbH17, Eom08]. code [Als21]. coefficient [LWB19b, YDW +23].
coercive [YYW14]. cognitive [ADD21a, Jar07b, Mil15, RGRE17]. cohorts [Tol13b].
coin [BRN19]. cold [XWZY21]. cold-start [XWZY21]. collaborate [ADS11, CGFI +19].
collaborating [BSdMAM16, KdBOK15a, KdBOK15b]. Collaboration [WHW +14, WDLX23, AHL12, Abib16, ADM13a, ADM13b, ADM17, ÄBB21, BMML21, BZLX23, BKK09, BRA19, BADFT11, CY23, Din11b, DKK +17, ES15, FGW +22, FC10, GYZ17, GW17, HDT +13, HRL12, HPZ21, HNT22, KD15, KP21, KMJ +19, KR21, LW08, LY12, LRG13, LZH +22, LH22, LJB +22, LGX +23, LRH +21, MAS14, MSY21, OA13, PHMSML17, Per10a, PRCRVQ +09, PVH21, PSA21, SJGBMA17, Sch13a, SXAC22, SCJX22, SFCK19, Tan13, Vas09, VadFC13, VCT22, WRA +21, YZF13, ZY22, ZZL +21, DT13]. collaboration-Collaboration [HRL12]. collaborations [AMKA21, CZG16, DK21, LWB14, MEG +16, NFH13, OSY21, RSRP19, TS14, TSAH22, VRK23, YG14, ZZ18]. Collaborative [YAT +22, AAB +21, CRS15, HDC12, JZY +18, LY12, PTV17, Tu21]. collaborators [LH21]. Collective [LJM13]. college [CRS14, CRS15].
Combination [LLHW22, ADF19]. combinations [BTZY21, CY23].
combinative [KP09]. combined [KCH21a, PT09, ZZ12]. Combining [BNbH17, CMN08, SZ10, PHMSML17, Ron18, YKKS16]. commands [BO12]. Comment [Gla17, KE17, Mut16, Web17, BW17b, BMH19, Cla16, Lin18c, Nan16, Pet17, Zit16, vdBS18, YAY +17]. commentary [CBT21].
Comments [BCGM17a, BCGM17b, GL11, Mar17, Rou14a, Sch16, AD17c, Bor10, Bur08, FM17b, GTD16, WvE08, WvE09]. commercial [MCKM08, SZ10]. committee [vdB12]. Common [ADD22, JY21].
Communication [HMU13, KMS23b, TWC21, WCG21, YXX +18, ZZ11b]. Communities [LP09, CW18, HRL12, RP08, TLM23, YP22, YDMS12].
Community [CR10, Din11a, KLI21, CB19, DKK +17, GNVQ +14, Let16, LDS +12, MMOMLC18, SG12, WWML14, ZZ11b]. Community-guided [KLI21]. comparable [BHA19, Hag15]. Comparative [Vin13a, ADD22, ASG12, BL13, CM14, Ei10, Eom08, LY12, PYY18, Vin14, WIG10]. compare [BDR14, BGT22, MMC12]. compared [Egg12a]. Comparing [Ke18, NO07, SD11, SJZ +19, SSAGB11, ZS08, ZZ11b, ACD13b, BILL07, BLV10, Hag14a, LL15, MBIH16]. Comparison [AAD21a, AF15, KW21, Kos08, LSW +10, PSZZ12, PFKB19, San13b, AD16a, ADZ18, AC09, BLW13, BL15, BH16c, CX16, DTG12, GSV +21, GW17, HLB +19, HLB +21, KK15, LRC13, LF21, MMOMTL18, MRBI17, PRWvE16, PRRC17, QCVQdMA10, RC12a, RC14, SLB13, The17b, Vii17, WvE13, WY21, WZ14, XWZL21, YZ15, YXX +17]. comparisons

competitor [The18a]. competitors [WJ23]. complementing [BM13a].


[LBSA13, McC10, TB18a, YAT+22, Bur07b, CAHVH10, Cam14, zChHY13, FCAD21, HYS21, Jar07a, KHC11a, LW08, MD12, OOB10, WWY21, Még18].

Core-periphery [LBSA13], core/periphery [OOB10].

Corona [LZH+22], coronavirus [LZH+22].

Correcting [TF15a].

Correlation [LSW+10].

Correspondence [BCGM17a].

Council [DK22, Van11].

Country [GNBVQ+14, AD18, BGR21, BSdMAM14, CH23, LBSA13, LHDH21, OA13, PSA21, VCT22, YG14, YLCC22].

country-level [YG14].

country-scale [PSA21].

country-specific [BSdMAM14].

coupled [KCH21a].

countries [AU19, BMS+09, BSMD12, BH16c, DWW21, FSZB15, HB16, HKXS23, HDD+21, RC12a, RZLC21, SYW18, TF15b, The17a, The17b, TN18, UK16, ZH18, ZF22].

covariates [BL17].

cover [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, BSS22, KW21].

coverage [LldMAM08, RGMJC17, AN18, Egg14, La07, LA15, NO07, Ron14a, ZSWD17].

covers [GP12].

COVID [KYhK23, LZH+22, RGZSC23, SLLM23, UKL23].

COVID-19 [KYhK23, LZH+22, RGZSC23, SLLM23, UKL23].

create [The18b].

creativity [BP09, MSL+14, Tu21].

criteria [BW17a, BW17b, BWW22, Pet17].

critical [BCGM17b, BM18, FM17a, FM17b, Sma09, CPM+07, Wil16].

cross [KHC13, CM14, HHC12, HYC15, LBSA13, MLCL21, SLNC13, SDL16, VCT22, ZL11].

cross-border [HDC12].

cross-country [LBSA13, VCT22].

cross-disciplinary [MLCL21, SLNC13].

cross-domain [CM14].

Creative [TB18b, ALR+23, HCD12, Sol07].

creditability [PHANPP13].

credits [BO19].

CRIExplorer [TMLB16].

crisis [HMU13, WBL12].

CRISPR [WY21].

CRISPR/CAS9 [WY21].

criteria [CCSM21].

criterion [BW17a, BW17b, BW22, Pet17].

critical [BCGM17b, BM18, FM17a, FM17b, Sma09, CPM+07, Wil16].

cross [KHC13, CM14, HHC12, HYC15, LBSA13, MLCL21, SLNC13, SDL16, VCT22, ZL11].

cross-border [HDC12].

cross-country [LBSA13, VCT22].

cross-disciplinary [MLCL21, SLNC13].

cross-domain [CM14].

Cross-field [KHC13, SDL16].

Crown


disadvantage [Ke21b]. disadvantages [Bor14a]. Disaggregated [V^i17].

discerning [RY23, STP17, SHD15, XYP⁺22]. Discovery [CFK21, BKK09, CCH⁺09, KBP09, LDSD18, PY18]. Discrete [Sku09, Egg10b]. discretised [The16d, The16a, The16b]. discriminative [ZWDS21a, ZWDS21b].

discursive [LAL09]. discuss [HLB⁺19, HLB⁺21]. discussants [WB16b]. discussed [YXX⁺17].


Distribution [AL17, Brz14, Cam14, Cam15, DLGC13, DS21, Egg09, FZZ23, HW14, KSS16, KK07, MKCM07, PSZZ12, San13b, SPT12, SYW18, VG10a, Vii18, WvE09, YXX18]. Distributions [San14, TW14a, Wu15, ADS17, AORC11b, AORC12b, BL17, DD19, GS10, HCL13, Hür15, MD12, Per10b,

Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16c, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e.

editorship [WLLL18, XWZL21].

educated [Yur17a].

Education [BGR21, LTH18, ACD12a, LBSA13, MMCR21, SLL +12, VL16, WOLD22].

educational [AZS +14].

Eect [AS21, Don18, SYK22, SZZ23, WWW10, ADD21a, BMML21, BGCGS22, BGCGS23, BsdMAM14, Bue21, CTL22, FC10, GLY21, Hag14b, Hic17, HM21b, JXYS21, KMS23a, KD15, KYhK23, LW21, Lia21, LH22, MSY21, MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a, PSA21, SB11, SB13, SZZ22, SCJX22, YL22, vV19, vdBMM22, BW14, Tol13b, Wan14].

effective [YZYW21].

Eectiveness [DK22, ADR16, ZCTN23].

Eects [BD07b, AS17, AAH11, ADG21, AODFC12, BSS22, BW13, BAL18, BFM +18, CA11, Cop19, Fra09, HCTZ21, Let16, Mag12, ZYCK12, vdbHBS17b].

Eciency [BH16b, BGdMAW23, DBS15, Még14, PMAT13, GAW21, GTD16, LS14, OG13, XIycG18, MBD17].

efficient [QM23, RNB18b, YP22].

eort [LA15, AL08].

Egghe [Bur08, Pet18, AK15, Que11, Rou14a, Rou14b, WvE09, Woe08a].

egs [Sir12].

Ego [Ort14, LRH +21, Lim17].

eHealth [WML +21].

elements [TB18a].

elephant [WvEVW16].

elite [Yur17a].

Elo [LW17].

Elsevier [Pet18, Ley13b].

Elsevier/Chandos [Pet18].

elsewhere [BMS +09].

embedding [AS21, CY22, MA21, XZS21, ZLL +18].

embedding-based [XZS21].

embeddings [JFZZ23, XZDS21].

esce [LEW22].

esemble [GW17, JS22, Sma09].

Emerging [LJM13, XHA +21, Ant22, CG11, EAG22, Gol14, McC10, MN15, MéVQR21, PL13, WG12, ZWM +21, DG21].

Empirical [AORC11a, AORC12a, BH22, Brz14, FMM16a, KMS23a, LY14, WLH11, And17, AS21, BGLS22, BW13, BLW13, BW17a, BL17, BH18, BHA19, HBM21, BW22, CG10, CFV19, Eom08, FGW +22, Fin14, FM11a, GG19, GFGALG21, HSMB18, HW14, KB21, KdBOK15a, LAT07, LG11, Piis22, RL18, SZZ22, Wal12, WvE13, WCG21, WLLL18, ZZL +21].

endeavor [XXS +22].

Endogenous [SZZ23].

endorsement [Din11b].

Energetics [Pra13b].

energy [BMML21, HYS21].

engineering [CRS14, CR5, LK17].

English [Cha22, LQLJ14].

enhance [BMD10].

enhances [ZJMX23].

entire [Tu21].

entities [ALX +21, DGV18b, PYWH15, WZ21b, YZ15, YP23].

ty [JXYS21, WRGL23].

Entropy [AL08, LLGM21, QM23].

envelopment [GAW21, LL15].

environmental [Van13].

enzymes [HR18].

epidemic [KBCR10].

epistemetic [HRL12].

epistemological [Glä17].

eponyms [VZMFAB19].

Equal [Kar14].

equality [Yur16].

equalizing [Hag14a, Hag14b].

equation [LYYY09].

equivalent [CSH18, Kar14].

ERA [Van12a].

eras [NLK +21].

Erratum [Lin18a].

Error [Jal11, TLD +21].

ersors [BD07a, BD09, FMM16a, FMM16b, MCD16].

errors/horrors [FMM16b, MCD16].

ESI’s [HTX +18].

essential [WYC23, ZYCK12].
explore [DFCGB15, HR18]. Exploring
[BMML21, CQAL21, CTL22, CT16, DHLW17, JKHS21, KJKS22, LWCH22, McC10, SKK15, WXP+12, WPZ+13, WJW+19, WLH19, XZKS22, YSS23, YLCC22, ZYCK12, ZY12, HZW19, ZY22, ÄBB21]. exponential
[HLD+23, Laf07, LA15]. exported [ZDJ+16]. Exposing [RS10b, exposure
[BD07b]. Extracting [FLB22, WWY21]. extraction
[KJKS22, WRGL23, ZLL+18]. extreme [Vii16]. eye [YDCL13]. eyes
[TSRFAM19].

F1000 [BL13, BH15]. F1000Prime [WS21, Bor14c, BTZY21]. faces
[RGSM+19]. facets [MKM+22, XZS21]. facilitate [DHLW17]. factor
[ACD12b, AD15d, ADF19, BW17a, BW17b, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Buri13b, CJW14, DGDG13, DGDGSBV14, Egg09, Egg13a, GLY21, HY08, HHC14, JLA123, MKCM07, MD12, PHANPP13, Pet17, RXL15, San13a, SPT12, SMP12, SW14, WvE08, WvE09, WWW10, Fin13, TSVBAM22, UKL23, Zit10]. Factors [BMI11b, SLL+12, TTT2, Van13, BSMD12, BL15, Cam15, CH23, DT13, Fra10b, HKXS23, HP21, ZSY+18, MD12, Rou16, SSAGBI, T15a, VTPF15, XWK+21, XZS21, Ant18, SYW18]. faculty
[WS21, ZY17, ZZN19]. failure [Moe18, Wou18]. fair [Gag13, Sir12]. fairness
[RC12a, Sir12]. fame [WHLT18]. familiar [SB11]. Family
[Kos13b, BH18, Hür15, LBK+21, Sch10c]. Family-tree [Kos13b]. far
[WWML14]. Farewell [Zit16, AD16b, AD16c, GTD16]. fastText [JLA123]. feature [Tan13]. feature [AOdFC12]. Features
[CFK21, ED15, ADD22, BGGB13, HY21, HTLC21, KPB09, SD22, VG10a]. February [Ano23f]. fee [DCM21]. fee-charging [DCM21]. feeds [LAT07]. fellowship [BD07b]. Female [TT22, KdBOK15b]. females [The18b]. Ferrers [Egg10b, FM10a]. fiber [MF21]. Field [Ron12, Ron13, RCW15, WvE15, ACD11b, ADM13a, ADS17, AD121, ADD21b, BMLM21, BMS+09, BM11a, BM18, BHM21, CMM08, CH23, CTD17, CtrIY21, CLHHV11, CA11, DFCGB15, DGDGSBV14, FZDW15, FM14, GAB11, GBGD23, HDD22, HRC12, HZL23, Jar07b, KSS16, KHC13, LO10, LRCRC13, MBZS23, Mc10, MCKM08, MD19b, OSIY21, OL10, PD21, PPFKB19, RYY10, RCC18, SD11, SFF23, SDL16, TS16, TFL17a, The17c, TdT21, WNH+23, Wu13, WLLL18, WOLD22, XZS21, YDMS12, KLC21, PPFKB19]. field-adj usted
[KSS16]. field-categorization [HDB22]. field-independent
[PPFKB19, Wu13]. field-normalization [BM11a]. Field-normalized
[RCW15, WvE15, BM18, BHM21, HDD22, XZS21]. field-standardized
[ACD11b]. Field-Weighted [PPFKB19]. fields
[AD14, ASS22, ACHVH09, BAGADF15, BH22, Fin14, Gol14, HGJZ17, JKHS21, Let16, MF21, MEVQR21, Per10b, RCC18, San11b, SYP+16, SROdFC13, SZ10, SDL16, YDCL13]. fight [Glä17]. film [LBK+21]. final
[VCG14]. Finding [CXMR07, PT08, Sir12, ZLR16, CSH18, LWWL14].

G [KE17, YAY+17]. G.-l [KE17, YAY+17]. Game [BG21, Még18]. gap [Hag15, JS14, KK21]. gaps [LZH+22]. Garfield [Sma17]. Gatekeepers
San11b, San15, SLB13, VTPF15, VL16, WLH11. guarantor [SJGBMA17].

H. [DKK+17]. Habibzadeh [WvE08]. Haenszel [Sno19]. halo [Lia21].
hashtags [HLB+19, HLB+21]. Haunschild [SM18]. Hawkes [JWL17].
headings [The19a, SDAJ17]. health [FJW+15, YWW+23]. heartbeat [LSZY14]. Helix [Még14, Még18].
hashtags [HLB+19, HLB+21]. Haunschild [SM18]. Hawkes [JWL17].
headings [The19a, SDAJ17]. health [FJW+15, YWW+23]. heartbeat [LSZY14]. Helix [Még14, Még18]. 
hashtags [HLB+19, HLB+21]. Haunschild [SM18]. Hawkes [JWL17].
headings [The19a, SDAJ17]. health [FJW+15, YWW+23]. heartbeat [LSZY14]. Helix [Még14, Még18].
hashtags [HLB+19, HLB+21]. Haunschild [SM18]. Hawkes [JWL17].
headings [The19a, SDAJ17]. health [FJW+15, YWW+23]. heartbeat [LSZY14]. Helix [Még14, Még18].
hashtags [HLB+19, HLB+21]. Haunschild [SM18]. Hawkes [JWL17].
[Sch16]. imbalance [AS21, AF17b, NLSM23, WRGL23]. iMetrics [LBMM14]. Impact [BGGB13, BM11b, DGDG13, Egg14, Fin13, HPZ21, KTR10, PPFKB19, Rou14a, TSVBAM22, UKL23, dIP11, AJ13, ACD11a, ACD13a, AD15d, Abr18, ADF19, ADD21d, AAK+21, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, AHRCV17, ÁBB21, Ant22, BZLX23, BRA19, BP11, BW13, Bor13b, BLWL13, Bor14a, BLWL14, Bor14c, BM15, BH16a, BH16c, BW17a, BL17, BW17b, BHA19, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, Bvr11, CAHVI10, Cam15, CCL16, CM14, CG10, CJW14, CKZ+23, CA11, CH15, CP23, CPM+07, CZFD21, DG21, DN17, DT13, Don18, DGDGSPSV14, DS21, DVG16, DGV19b, Egg09, Egg13a, Egg21, ER22, ER23, EI10, FT15a, FT15b, FT17, FC10, Gag11, Gag13, GLW+21, GTD16, GAB11, GACC17, GYZ17, GL21, HY08, HB16, HHC14, HHB+23, JWL17, JZ21, JLH23, KRM13]. Impactful [XLG21]. Impacts [ZZ21c, FGW+22, KT19, LYF17, WKCC23]. Implementation [ABS21]. Implications [Sku09, DLGC13, DCG+19, KHC18, PW19, Van12a]. importance [ADR13, Lin18a, Lin18b, Sch13a]. important [ACD12b, ES15, PYCH19]. importing [BO12]. improve [BLW14, Sch14b]. improved [ALX+21, YHS18]. improvements [BL12]. Improving [CLR+17, SRP15, WZ21a, BNh17, PMAT13]. In-code [Als21]. in-group [RL18]. in-press [KTA18]. in-text [BvECW18, PWY21]. Inbreeding [BPI22]. InCites [BL13]. Including [BK14, ADD21b, BLW13]. inclusion [TMK16]. inconsistency [BN21, MAS23]. increase [RGZSC23, Vin13b]. increases [LBML23]. Increasing [HYC15, Vin13b]. increment [Rou14b]. incremental [SD22]. increments [Egg13b]. Independent [FH13, AD16b, AD16c, GG09, GGSG10, GTD16, Kos09, PPFKB19, Wal16c, Wu13, XIyG21, Zit16]. Index [ACHVH09, CH14, FH13, NMNJM13, AK15, OAdFC12, And17, BBMP12, BRL15, BGS19, BD07a, BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, BGT22, BADFT11, BN21, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMMTH13, CB07, Don17, Egg08a, Egg13b, Egg14, FCAD21, FGMM12, FGMM13, GM12, GLW+21, GP12, GS10, GR09, HKXS23, Kak16, KP13, Kon14, Kos09, Kos10b, Kos12b, KHC11b, KHC13, Lat21, LR08, LF12, LY14, LJHH23, Mal16, MR13, MRBI17, Mir13, MT10, MdGNS22, NT12, Ng17, NO10, Ono16, PSZZ12, Per17b, PS13,
Pra13a, Pra13c, Que09, Que11, RFMC17, Rou07, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, RY12a, Rou14a, Sch08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch10c, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13e, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Van08, Vin13b, Vin14, WTR+22, Woe08a, WLIH11, Wu13, WYLL18, WLLL18, YZF13, YWZ+23, YR08, ZY18, ZYCK12.

Index [BMS+09, Bor14b, CAHVH10, DG21, EBG11, PW19, SYW18, SK14, TSRSRG+13, WHW+14].

Indexed [TDK21, MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a].

indexes [CGD+21, SZ10].

India [TBM+19].

indicate [Che17].

indications [BMD08a].

Indicator [LO11, ACD12a, AD15a, ADS16, BSW17, BD10b, BH16a, BH18, BG12, BG12, GPGBMA10, GBMA12, HDB22, HHC14, JZ21, Ley12, Ley13b, Min14, Moe10a, SK21, Sch13c, Sch14a, Smo16, Sol07, TS16, The17c, VG10b, Vin12, WvEvL+11, WvEvLV13, XZS21, Z22, BdMAL12, TSBB1, TSBB22, KTR10].

Indicator-JCI [TSBB1].

Indicators [LR11, LB21, AD16b, Ad16c, AAK+21, AZS+14, ASG12, APF09, BL13, BM18, BHM18, BHM19, BT21, BTZY21, CCC+18, CMCMM21, CB07, Cso21, DLM+17, EGR18, El10, FT15b, FM11b, Gau17, Gia10, GDT16, HS16, HR21, HLC21, HZL23, HCZ21, LW09, Lin18c, LF21, Meg14, Meg18, Ort15, Ort21b, PRCVRQ+09, RC12a, RY12a, RCW15, RC16, SMP12, SW12, Sir12, SM18, SKM22, The16c, TF17a, V14, V16, We13, WvE15, We16, We21, WZZ21a, We16, Wu13, Zit16].

indices [ABS21, BI10, BM14, CSGZS22, Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10a, Egg11, ER19a, ER19b, ER21, Gag09, GPTA13, HRC11b, KS16, Kos13b, LB21, SG07, Smo21b, Woe08b, Woe14, vEW08, vEW09].

indirect [FLQ23, JZ21].

Individual [ACD13b, RCC18, ADR13, BGT22, BPU+14, CKZ+23, Cso21, DFGB15, DWW21, FM11a, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c, Mar16, PRCVRQ+09, RZLC21, San11a, San13b, San13a, San14, TW14a, TF15a].

individuals [HB23a].

industrial [Han07].

industry [FZW15, Meg14, Meg18].

inefficiency [IFTY18].

inequality [DWW21, Hag15, PNCG23, TB+19, WYLL18, ZY17].

infection [RYY10].

infer [Nan16].

inference [BBMP12, HCD+12, Sch16, SKM22, Wall16a, Wall16d].

infinite [ER19a].

inflated [BHM18, BI18, BHM19, The16b].

Inflation [PPF18, HGJZ17, HCZ21].

inflationary [Hag14a].

Influence [Or15, SFF23, YS21, BGR21, Egg08b, Fra10b, GNZ+19, HR16, KBBP23, LH12, PCCG17, PML21, Rout07, SC21, TF15b, XZSS22, YF23, ZW21, ZZZ+23, Wall14].

influencers [MDGNS22].

influences [LHC13, SYP+16].

influenzial [HR16, Hunte22, LWW14, XWK+21].

informal [YXX18].

informatics [YWW+23].

Information [Ada18, AYL14, GAB11, Sma17, BR11, BI10, BO12, BL12, CGM15, CTDM17, CTL22, Egg07a, FZ23, HMB17, LP09, LSW+10, LZR15, LBML23, LHT18, MMY17, MRR13, OOB10, PYC19, PS13, PB16, WWY21, WBL12, XWZL21, YDMS12, YW15, YWZ16, YWW+23, YAL21, ZY21, ZS08, ZY17, ZZN19, XWZL21].

Informetr [Lin18a, BCGM17a].

informetric [AF15, ER23, FGMM13, LA15, NV22, YDWC08].

Informetrics [BI08,
BCGM17b, BGCGS23, BW22, HLB+21, MdMAGBLI21b, Spa10, WZHH23, AL17, BD16, Bur08, EP07, Egg10b, LW10, Moe18, AORC12a, AORC12b, Egg12b, FM17b, KE17, RGRE16, Ron13, YAY+17, Egg07b, LBMM14.

infrastructure [BFS11], initials [Mil13], initials-based [Mil13]. Initiative [MSY21], innovation [AMKA21, BMML21, CG10, Don17, DLGT19, GG09, GGSG10, HCC12, HHC14, KHC11a, M^eg18, MCKM08, RY23, SL12, TT22, WY11, XYW+21, ZSP+22], innovations [TLD+21], innovator [Sma17].


innovations [TLD+21]. innovator [Sma17].

interaction [HbHB+23, JSSK14, TWC+23].

Interaction [LR12, HHB+23].
Kolmogorov [KMS21].


WRB+11, Wal16b, XLLZ14, XMM14, YAL21, ZTG11. Literature-based
[CFK21]. literatures [McC10]. live [WHLT18]. lme4 [LCY19]. local
[JJLAL23, RWL12, WXML21, YXX^17]. located [HCL13]. locations
[HCL13, YXXW19]. log [Per10b]. log-normal [Per10b]. logistic
[BSdMAM16]. Lognormal [SYW18, AF15, The16d, The16a, The16b, Vi18].
Long
[RSRP19, WHLT18, ADF19, Glä07, LGX^23, SAFR22, SLW15, WZ21a].
Long-term [RSRP19, ADF19, Glä07, LGX^23, SAFR22, SLW15, WZ21a].
longer [TN18]. longitudinal
[Abb16, LB16, Ort18, PD21, Pen16, PB16, SLB13, Tan13]. Look
[WLC123, Mag13, WWML14]. Lorenz [BBL19, Egg10b, LBB17, SGDSP10].
[MRR13, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, KP13]. low-
[AORC11b, AORC12b]. Low-cost [MRR13]. low-impact
[AORC11a, AORC12a]. LS [XWZL21, SCZ23].

machine [ETGS21, HZL23, KMS21, Khr09, MA21, Reh21, SLK^23, TLM23,
TA22, VRK23, WKCC23, XHA^21]. Macro [DLH^21, LW09]. Macro-level
[LW09]. made [VCG14]. magnitude [TF15b]. Main
[YY23, CXZ^22a, HLHC22, XLLZ14, YDS^15, YS21, YP21]. mainstream
[LLH12]. Maisano [BCGM17a, AD17b]. major [PTA07, SGGMF18]. make
[BK14, LH21]. makes [HPNM22, HbHB^23]. malaria [RS10a]. male
[CH23, CTnm1Y21, KSJL15, Nie17, SCBB11]. Mantel [Sno19]. Manuscript
[Pet21, BCGMS22, BCGS23]. manuscripts [CSdFCA17, Sch08, Sch10b].
many [MKM^22, RGSM^19, SW12, The16b]. map [BSdMAM14, BK14].
Mapping [BLWSE11, CLR^17, GHP21, KB14, RBV07, SDAJ17, SDL16,
TSRSRG^13, TSRFAM19, AC09, AC17, BL12, CMN08, LW11, MCKM08,
PYCH18, VwEN10]. mappings [BNbH17]. maps
[BW11, HKK18, LR12, LBZ16, NPS13, SRP15]. marginal [BW13].
marketing [MT10]. Markov [BMD08b, DFHCT21]. Markov-switching
matched-pair [LLW21]. matchedness [LY19]. matching
[BHM21, FGW^22, FWJ^15, dSSOH07]. material [RJDD08]. materials
[Mag12]. Mathematical
[Egg09, Egg12a, RLG13, RLG14, BN21, Egg13b, San13b, KdBOK15a].
mathematicians [LYZ^17, Lin18a, Lin18b]. mathematics [WCG21].
[ZLV21, BL15, Tan13, VCT22]. matters [SJGBMA17, vdB18]. Matthew
[BW14, KMS23a, Lia21, SG12, Tol13b, Wan14]. maturity [GCG13].
maximum [GCG13, AL08]. may [BB19, Ano22f, Ano23g]. McCall
[Ley12]. MDNRS [BH16c]. mean [BSK10, BBL19, BH16c, The16f, Vi17].
mean-based [Vi17]. meaningful [BL14]. means
[Egg13b, HSB16, ZLL^18]. measure
measured [ADD21c]. Measurement [ZWDS21a, ZWDS21b, ACD11a, Abr18, AORC11b, AORC12b, ALX+21, BMD10, HLR17, HCZ21, LWB19a, LLHW22, MBD17, OG13, RG19].

measurements [SHZ23]. measures [AAH11, AORC11a, AORC12a, BILL07, zChHY13, Egg21, GM12, LY12, LH12, Moe10a, Per10b, RLG13, RLG14, SRP15, SLNC13, VY13, YDW+23]. Measuring [BGCGS22, BK08, CKZ+23, CY22, Coc08, DLGT19, GFGALG21, Han07, HZW19, JLAL23, LBB17, LS14, LL15, LR10, Mal16, MD19a, MSPD16, Moe10b, MdGNS22, RGRE17, Sch13a, SRZ19, SWHC15, WKY+22, Yan14, IYFyS18, YWS23, ZXS21, ZY21, dSSOH07, ADZ18, BL21, Bor10, BM11a, Bor14c, BT21, GBMA12, HWL22, LCY19, LBZ+22, QM23, WRB+11, ZZZ+23, Zl12, BGCGS23, vL18].


method [Bor10, BM11a, BM15, CCC+18, CSH18, CXZ+22b, CXZ+22a, DS21, GL11, HWL22, KPS22, KCK21, LR12, LF23, MCKM08, SGDSP10, SZR+19, Sma18, SPZ+11, WvE15, WHHW22, XIYcG21, YHS18, YYW14, ZSH+16, ZLL+18].


milestone [BT21, MMZ16, WXML21]. Miller [Woe14]. minds
[SVKM21, WHLT18]. minimal [Egg13b]. minimum [ER19b, HSB16].
Mining [CFK21, HDY12, HDT+13, CKKY21, QCQdMA10, WJ23, ZZ21a].
misinformation [Ada18]. misinformation [SVKM21, WHLT18].
mismanagement [Pet21]. misunderstood [But17].
misunderstood [KHC18, LHT18, CHHL11, Rou07]. Mitigating
MNCS [GT16, LO11, AD16a, AD16b, AD16c]. MNRS [BH16c]. mobile
[TWC+23]. mobility
[GHP21, HZW19, LH22, MKM+22, RGSM+19, YZ22, ZBK+21]. modality
[MDAGBL120, MDAGBL121a]. mode [DN17, FGW+22]. model
[AODFC12, BHC17, Bur07a, CTR121, Cop19, ER22, FGMM13, HLD+23,
HKK18, HTLC21, JSSK14, JS14, JY21, KDBOK15a, LWL14, MBK11,
MD18, OOB10, SG12, TF17b, VCG14, XOL16, Xie21b, Xie21a, XYeG18,
XYP+22, YZ15, IYF18, YR08, YF23, ZSF+23, ZLYC21]. model-based
[JS14, YZ15]. modeled [NF12]. Modeling [SPT12, VGR16, WLG09,
BMD08a, BMD08b, Bor19, Brz14, CTGM15, LYY09, MD19b, YKK16].
Modelling [AF15, Meg18, NV22, BP22, The16d, The16f, YDWC08]. models
[AF15, BS09, BsdMAM14, BD16, CGS22, Cho21, GAW21, Gl10, KE17,
KBC10, LDD+12, MLDP21, OG13, WBL12, XHA+21, YAY+16, YAY+17,
ZSCG23]. moderation [Si12]. Modesty [Kos12b]. Modesty-index
[Kos12b]. modification [Sch08], modifications [WvEvLV13]. modified
[Sch10a, SRZ19]. modify [Sch10b]. Modifying [LF12]. MONO [DU21].
monodisciplinary [The16b]. monograph [TS14]. monograph-based
[TS14]. Monolingual [XZDS21]. Monotonicity [Que09]. month [Don18].
most [ACD14, LWL14, MCG18, PD21]. most-frequently [LWB14]. motif
[BZL23]. motif-based [BZL23]. motivate [GMMPR23]. mountain
Moving [CMMCMM21, GHP21]. multi
[BS4MAM14, Bur08, EP07, KE17, Kos12d, KTA18, LJJ21, LWW14, LF12,
Moe18, RRH17, RS10b, Sch08, Sch10a, Sch10b, YAY+16, YAY+17, ZZ21a].
multi-author [Kos12d, RRRH17, Sch10a]. multi-authored
[LF12, Sch08, Sch10b]. multi-copy [Bur08, EP07]. multi-discipline
[KTA18]. multi-level [BsdMAM14, KE17, YAY+16, YAY+17, ZZ21a].
multi-paradigmatic [Moe18]. multi-parameter [LWW14].
multi-relational [RS10b]. multi-resolution [LJJ21]. multidimensional
[HZL23]. multidisciplinary [BBS21, HDT+13, LS14, The17b, The19a, ZZ18].
multilayer [KCK21, LTC22, WDLX23]. multilevel
[BBS21, BMHD11, BsdMAM16, Bor19, MD19b]. multilingual [XZDS21].
multiple [ASS22, BNbH17, CXX+22a, CH15, XHA+21, ZZ21c]. multiplex
[KLI21, ZY21]. Multiplicative [PRRC15, HRC12]. Multiplicity [ZSWD17].
museum [FMM16b, MCD16]. MVPs [KH13]. my [Sch14b]. myopia
[PPPF18]. mystery [Cla16]. myth [HRL12].

Network

[BFM+18, CW18, Din11b, HZW+23, KYC12, Let16, AAH11, AA19, AS21, AF17b, BL21, BB11, BBB+22, BSW17, CMN08, CR10, CLC11, CY22, CRS14, DKK+17, FLB22, HMU13, HLR17, JFZZ23, JS22, KPB3, LWL14, LY18, LKC22, LRE17, LJJH23, MEG+16, MMZ16, MMY17, Ort14, PPF18, PY18, Per10a, Per17a, RP08, RS10b, RZ15, RZLC21, Sch12, SAB+16, TMK16, TD10, TIV+21, TWC+23, VMWM17, WWY21, XZS21, YZF13, YHS18, YFSS18, YPYJ23, Yun22, ZY22, ZYCK12, ZWM+21, ZXS21, ZW21, ZF22, dIP11]. network-based [JS22, LWWL14, YHS18]. network-driven [YPYJ23]. networking [YZ18]. networks [AAH11, AHH12, Abh16, AOdFC12, BMML21, BZLX23, BM21, BSHK21, BSW17, BKK09, BAGADF15, BSdMAM16, CY23, DN17, Din11b, DCG+19, ES15, Egg07a, FZZ23, Fia12, GLW+21, GY17, HLB+19, HLB+21, HDT+13, HWL22, IST10, IPS21, Jali11, JLYM16, JXYS21, KLI21, KD15, KKK21, KMM+19, KdBOK15b, LJ21, LP17, LWZ22, LMC21, MD19a, NJFD14, Ort14, Ort21a, OMFF23, PTV17, PS+21, PL13, Pen15, PRWvE16, PVH21, RS10b, RWWL12, Sch13a, SVTdFC11, SFCK19, TV21, VZMFAB19, VAdFC13, WvEN10, WJW+19, WXML21, WDLX23, XOL16, YZ18, YDW+23, YZW+23, YDS+15, YS21, YF23, ZWBA21, ZY18, ZWG+19, ZY21, ZRY11, ZY12, ZY17, vEW14].

networks-based [KKK21]. neural

normal [MJ13, Per10b]. normalisation [DGV19b]. normalised
[T16, TF17a, The17a, The17c]. Normalization
[BH16c, BH18, HB16, LO10, Ron13, BM11a, CA11, FM14, GL11, HRC12,
LRC13, LRRC13, MD19b, RC14, Zit10, Ron12]. normalizations [OL10].
Normalized [NMNJ13, BLW13, BM15, BH16a, BH16c, BM18, Bor19,
BM21, DGDGSPSV14, HDB22, RCW15, WvE15, Wu13, XZS21]. normalizing
[HTX + 18, WvE13]. Norway [AAD21b]. Norwegian
[AAD21a, AW14, RA15]. Note [Per17b, Ano17e]. Novel
[BH16c, BH18, HB16, LO10, Ron13, BM11a, CA11, FM14, GL11, HRC12,
LRC13, LRRC13, MD19b, RC14, Zit10, Ron12]. Novelty
[BTZY21, JLAL23, LLHW22, XZS21, dDGFFI + 21]. November
[ANO22g, ANO23h]. Nuclear
[HYS21]. Nucleation [San11b]. Nucleolus
[Meg18]. null [MJ11]. number
[ADR13, AD15d, AD15c, Bor19, BH16a, BM18, Bor19, CAHVH10,
EP07, LF23, Smo16, Vin13b, Xie21b]. numbers [BGMA23, HL19]

obesity [CLR + 17]. Object [YDWC08, GMFGVZ16]. Object-relational
[YDWC08]. observation [ACD12e, ACD12d, Glä07, ZSF + 23]. observations
[vBHS17a]. occurrence [Vr11]. occurrences [VY10]. Odds
[SM18, Smo19]. ouvre [ALW11, Moe10a]. offset [WTR + 22]. offset-ability
[WTR + 22]. often [SVKM21, WXP + 12]. old [Sch10c]. omitted [FMM14]

oncological [LIdMAM08]. one [CS22, Pet21]. ones [ACD14]. oneself
[Sir12]. ongoing [PT08]. Online [CCL18, KTR10, CT21, FJOROMT22,
KSJL15, MMOMLC18, MS09, OA13, SAFF22]. only [Vin13b]. Ontario
[GAW21]. Open [SZ23, ALS21, CPMP + 07, ED15, Fra99, LB16, LLW21,
MMvMLC18, SLB13, SZ10, SL12, ZFit16, vV19]. open-access [SZ10]

operationalised [Vas09]. operations [CrRIY21]. Opinion
[YKKS16, Glä10]. opinions [WS21]. opportunistic [ADD19b]

Opportunities [BLM13, SLK + 23, Smo21a, WJ23]. opportunity
[AZS + 14, PY18, RY23]. Opticop [Bor10, vRVL + 10]. optimal [CGD + 21]

optimization [BHH + 07]. optimize [MLDP21]. Optimizing [GNBVQ + 14]

options [The16d, ZZ12]. oranges [ACD13b]. ORCID [GHP21]. order
[ADR13, GPNA13, Kos12d, MKMC07, SB13, ZY22]. order-effect [SB13]

orders [HDY12, LRE17]. Ordinatio [GSS + 21]. organization
[Dan16, DKK + 17, YV13]. organizational [BHH + 07, HMU13]

Organizations [WLCL23, KS16, VY10]. orientation [BAL18, Luo21]

orientations [TBTB19]. oriented [MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a]

Origin [VZMFAB19, OA10]. originality [HAWL22]. originating [The19b]

other [CB07, Egg08a, HLB + 19, HLB + 21, Jar07a]. our [BL12]. outcome
[JFZZ23, Sch14b]. outcomes [AZS + 14, CMCMCM22, JZY + 18]. outgrow
[HRC11b]. outlier [JLAL23]. outperform [FSZB15]. output
[ADZ18, ADD19a, BGCL07, BMD10, CM14, Cso18, ETGS21, FM10a,
FM11a, FM11b, GHS21, Hag14a, Hag15, Hic17, Kos11, Kos12a, LW09,
Per10b, PSI + 17, RC16, San11a, SYBP + 16, YLZ18, vBHS17]. output-based
[vBHS17b]. outputs [LYF17, OLRF11, XIyc21]. overall
DCM21, DCG+19, MJB11, SG12, ZXS+22, ZCTN23. peer-review [DCM21].
peer-reviewed [BS13]. peers [VC14]. people [BH15, Luo21, TBTB19].
perceived [RW17, SB11]. Percentage [Vin14, HW14]. percentile
[BLM13, BLW13, BRN18, PD21]. percentile-based [BLW13, BRN18].
percentiles [BLM13, BLW14, Pis22, Sch14b, The16f]. perception
[BS13, LMH22]. perceptron [LTC22]. performance
[CCG21, ZLY21, AS17, AAH11, ACD12a, ADR13, ACD13b, ACD13a, AD15a,
ADG15, AD15c, AD16a, ADG16, AAD21a, AAD21b, BBMP12, BAGADF15,
Bor10, BM11a, BSdMAM14, BH16b, CCC+18, CCH12, CG11, CRS14, Coc08,
CA11, Cso21, Dan16, DFGB15, DFFBR16, DG19a, DG19b, EGR18,
FJW+15, FHH17, GG09, GTD16, GHS21, KP21, Kos08, KH11a, KH11b,
LS14, LL15, Let16, LY14, LHC14, MdMAM11, MD17, MD18, OL10,
RL22, SV18, Sch14b, SCJX22, SC21, TT22, VY13, Wan17b, Wan16, WOLD22,
XM12, YJS21, ZYCK12, ZBK21, vdBS15, Fin13]. performance-based
[AS17, Wan17b]. performers [ADS11]. performing [BL12]. periods
[BSA21]. peripheral [Let16]. periphery [LBS1A3, OOB10]. perish
[LHWS18]. Perry [Ng17]. persistence [ZJMX23]. persistent [McC10].
personalized [NCJ15]. perspective
[BL21, BM13a, CY23, FC11, HDT+13, HHB+23, HbHB+23, KMS21, LS14,
LT21, LGX+23, LRH+21, MLCL21, SX21, SHZ23, WJ23, YBL+22, ZL21].
perspectives [CMCM21]. Perverse [vdBHS17b]. Peters [BW17b].
pharmaceutical [DLGT19, KS16]. phenomenon [HR16, HCZ21, SCBB11].
physical [CR10, CF16]. physicists [LYZ+17]. Physics
[CD23, KMS21, BT21, KM22, ST19, WHLT18]. piecewise [Xie21a]. pilot
platform [CBT21]. platforms [MMOMLC18]. plausible [The16a]. player
[Bor14a, EGR18, El10]. pointwise [Egg21]. Poisson
[MD18, MD19b, Xie21a]. Poland [KKK17]. Polar [ER21, Smo21]. polarity
[YKK16]. policies [HM12b, VL16]. policy
[HC17, HYS21, RNB18b, VS13, vdBS17a]. Polish [DK22, Kos15]. political
[FCAD21]. popularity
[FZZ23, Fra10a, HTL21, XKW+21, YP22, Yan14, ZLYC21]. population
[JSST14, Sch16]. portfolio [KB17, SLK+23, ZSH+16]. portfolios [RGRE17].
Position [Vin14, BAGADF15, CT16, RA15]. Positioning [KHC11a].
Positions [KLCA1, Cam14, KJMJ+19]. Positive [WH16, Ron16, Ley17b].
positively [CySIY18]. possible [Vin13b]. Post [WS21, HM12b, LWCH22].
Post-publication [WS21]. post-retraction [LWCH22]. post-socialist
[HM21b]. Posted [ZDJ+16]. posts [YXWW19]. Potential [GLW+21, JL22,
ACD12a, BMD08a, DGDGSSPV14, HB23a, HZ23, JL23, TB18b]. Power
[BGLS22, CCC+18, CBT21, Még14, Sch13d, The16d, The16e, The16f, YR08].
pp [BCG17b, RLG14]. practical
[BW13, CLHHV11, HHC14, The16e, The17c]. practice [NLS23].
Proposals [BGS21, BLV10, HPNM22]. proposed [LY19, WvE08].

prospective [CKKY21]. Providing [Cam15]. Proximal [WZ18].

proximity [ADD21a, ADD21c, BP11, KJS16, SRP15], proximity-based [KJS16], proxy [CGSZS22]. pseudo [Cop19]. pseudo-spatial [Cop19].

pseudoscience [Spa10]. psychiatric [SX21]. psychology [BGGB13].

Public [BRA19, PC10, Coc08, DMS18, HLB+19, HLB+21, VL16, ZSP+22].

Public-private [BRA19]. Publication [CH15, El10, GLY21, KK19, LBMM14, RA15, SYK22, Van12a, AD15d, ADF19, AW14, ALW11, ASS22, dABJGMG21, BSW17, BRA19, Bor13b, BLW14, Bue21, CX16, Cso18, CZFD21, Don18, FM10a, Gaul17, Hag14a, HM21b, KK21, LR07, LR10, Lin18a, Lin18b, Mal16, Moe10a, MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a, NZZ+16, PRRC17, Ron12, Ron13, RGRE17, SKLR16, SK21, Sun11a, Sch15, SA18, SMO21a, The16e, TMLB16, VW16, WS21, WW15, Xie21a, YYV+13, Yur17b]. publication-citation [LR07]. publication-level [PRRC17, SA18]. publication-reference [LR10].

Publications [RGZSC23, AD17a, AD17c, ADD21b, BSMD12, BO19, BH22, BvR11, CK22, CTL22, DWW21, HDY12, HR16, HHC14, JIAL23, KHC13, LWB14, LY19, Lin18a, Lin18b, LY14, LHTW15, LGX+23, MCMvLLC18, MSY21, MCKM08, NLK+21, PYCH19, PRRC15, RB17, Rou07, Sch10a, Sch13c, SA18, SLW15, TB18a, TF17b, Vin13b, WvE13, Web17, WG10b, XOMW21, YZ15, ZH18, ZG12, ZSS21, ZLYC21]. publicly [SHD15]. publish [CGF+19, KKK21]. published [BMS+09, BdMA11, Bor19, Fra09, KKH21b, MMCR21, PSI+17, San13a, Sta21, TSM09, XZS21]. Publisher [Aoi17e]. publishers [FMM14, WWW10, WWH21, WZHH23]. publishes [Dem18].


Qualification [Mar15, Mar16]. Qualitative [Egg08a, CAHVH10]. Quality [CySiY18, KFM+15, SZZ23, AW14, AAB+21, BSMD12, BL15, DMS18, FC10, GM12, HHA16, wH16, CK17, Meh19, Mir13, SYY21, PMAT13, RWW12, SB11, TF15b, XLLZ14, dSSO07, vV19]. quantification [Hag13]. quantify [PRCRVQ+09, RRKH17]. Quantifying [BZLX23, CZFD21, LY12, MLC21, Mil15, NLSM23, RB17, SAFR22, SROdFC13, VMW17, YPYJ23, CCL16, CLHHVH11, WvEV16].


Rank
[ER22, Vin14, BBL19, BLM13, BLW13, BSdMAM14, BRN18, DFCGB15, LF12, MKCM07, PS13, RNB18a, Sch14a, Sch14c, Vin13a, YF23, GNBVQ⁺14]. rank-citation [PS13]. Rank-frequency [ER22]. rank-order [MKCM07].

Rankings
[BI10, BdMAL12, ACD12e, ACD12d, AD15a, ADG16, BM10, BM11b, BM14, Bue21, But11, DGV18b, FSZB15, LHC13, Paj15, RXL15, SK21, SW14, Tsa14, BGR21]. ranks [AD16a, HZW19].
relatedness [SRP15, VY10]. relation [ADD21b, AL08, BSK10, Bur13b, CXZ+22b, CB07, Egg13a, HHA16, JXYS21, Rou08, RY12b, SYW18]. relational [Mal10, RS10b, YDWC08]. Relations [WTR+22, ALX+21, HMSBI8, HLD+23, LW09, LBZ16, YDCL13, dNL15]. Relationship [AZS+14, Ort15, AD15d, ADM17, ÁBB21, Ant22, BAGADF15, FMM14, HDD+21, RP08, ZBK+21]. Relationships [VY13, BNH17, CCH12, JZY+18, Még14, Még18, RFMC17, SVTdFC11, SLNC13, ZHI18, dMAGMLM18]. Relative [KLC21, CA11, HCZ21, LWB19b, LF21, RRKH17, SYP+16, Vin12, PPFKB19]. relevance [GAB11, HLHC22, KCH21a]. relevance-based [HLHC22]. relevant [CHHL11, LBMM14, Sch13d]. reliability [Glá10, WZ21a, dDGFF1+21]. Remaining [LO11]. remark [Gag09]. remarkable [AL17, Vi118]. remarks [BCGM17b, FM17a, FM17b]. Reny [Ng17]. reparameterisations [ZSCSG23]. repeat [LJB+22]. RePEc [SW12]. replicability [BP22]. Reply [YAY+17, vrLvL+10, Moe18, vdBHS17a]. Report [BdMA11, BdMAL12, HKA+09]. reporting [BMHD11, WNH+23]. reports [HPMN22, Cam14, TDKZ21]. repositories [XWK+21]. represent [Wal17a]. representation [DKK+17, Jlh23, PS13, VE14, dVV18]. representations [LJJ21]. representative [NZZ+16, ZLR16]. represented [QCVQdMA10]. reproduce [AODFC12]. reputation [MD19a]. requirements [HM21b, KK21]. Research [AJ13, BRN18, DN17, GACC17, GHS21, HLD+23, KB17, LBML23, LYY09, MS09, NLSM23, NPS13, PW19, RC16, SZZ23, Van11, XZS21, YZ18, YWW+23, ZLY21, vL18, AS17, ASHL12, ACD11b, ACD12a, ACD12c, ACD12d, ADM13b, AD1R13, ACD13b, ACD13a, AD14, AD15a, ADG15, AD15c, AD15d, ADG16, ADS17, ADM17, AD17b, AD128, AD18, ADD19a, ADD19b, AAD21a, ADG21, ADD21d, ALW11, AZS+14, ASG12, ALs21, ÁBB21, AH22, AYL14, AMKA21, BSHK21, BGCW7, BCGM17a, BBS21, BDR14, BAGADF15, BMD10, BLV10, Bor10, BM12, Bor14a, Bor14b, BsdMAM14, BH16b, BHA19, BB22, BGDMAW23, BPU+14, BRN19, Bue21, CCC+18, CMCM22, CLR+17, CM14, CG11, CrtiY21, CD23, CRS15, CZG16, CLHHVH11, Coo08, CVfL19, CP23, CJF+15, CT16, Cso21, Dan16, DLM+19, DT13, DK22]. research [EGTS21, FT15a, FT15b, FLB22, FC11, FM11a, FM11b, FM17a, FM17b, FHH09, FHH17, FHI3, GLW+21, GNZ+19, GAB11, HHAL17, HJ15, HKXS23, HGJZ17, HM21b, HPZ21, HPNM22, HNT22, HCC12, IST10, JSSK14, Jar07a, JHK+16, JZ18, KS16, KMS23a, Ke18, Ke21b, KYC12, KK19, KSS16, KTR10, KHC11a, KHC13, KKK17, KR21, KYhK23, LS14, LL15, LJJ21, LW09, LYF17, LY19, LT21, LY12, Lin21, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c, Lin23, LHTW15, LHZ+22, LLHW22, MYZ+22, MBZS23, MAS14, MLDP21, MCc10, MM17, Moe10a, MDMALIV11, MCKM08, MBD17, NIE17, OL10, ORLF11, Ort14, Ort21a, PYCH19, PL13, PD21, Per10b, PRCRVQ+09, Per10c, PC10, RGRE15, RGRE16, RS10a, RNB18a, RNB18b, RL22, SV18, Sch13b, SAFR22,
SCJX22, SD22, SA18, Sta21, SZ10, SL12, TS12, The17a, TF17b, The17c.

research [The18b, TBTB19, TBM+19, TWH08, TA22, TD10, VS13, Vas09, VG10b, VCT22, Vii17, VRK23, WRB+11, Wal17b, WG10a, WHHW22, Woe14, Wu15, WYH17, WYLL18, XZKS22, XIYcG18, XLG21, XHA+21, YDMS12, IFyS18, ZYWW21, YLZ18, YZ22, YSJ21, YP21, ZL11, ZHS+22, ZBK+21, ZL11, ZSS18, dMAGBLIM18, vV19, vdBHS17b, SVKM21].

research-focused [BSdMAM14, BGdMAW23].

research-front [Jar07a].

Researcher [KBP23, ACD12e, BH16b, CRS14, GFGALG21, KMJ+19, MD18, WOLD22, XZKS22].

ResearcherID [BW22, BW17a].

researchers [ADS11, ACD13a, dABJGMC21, BW17a, BW17b, BW22, BGT22, BRN19, CTGM15, CH23, CGF+19, FT17, GP12, GBDG23, HLB+19, HLB+21, Let16, LSW+10, LLH12, Mar16, NLC17, Pet17, PUKR21, RJDD08, Tol13a, Xie21b, Xie21a, Yur16, Yur17b, ZW21, Pet18].

ResearchGate [LTH18, YZ18].

residual [BSK10].

ResIP [KBP23].

resolution [LJJ21, SCMG16].

resource [CKKY21, FJOROMT22].

resourcefulness [PUKR21].

resources [CGM15].

respect [CA11, Mal16].

Response [AD17c, But17, WB16b, AF15, BHM18, BHM19, MCD16].

responses [SX21].

resting [The16c].

Restricted [Sch15].

retracting [ZWDS21b, ZWDS21a].

retraction [LWCH22].

revisions [LWWZ22].

revised [Ser10, SYP+16].

Revealing [ADD22, GLW+21, PHMSML17].

reveals [HKK18, JLH23, VS13, XMLM21].

Reversing [Hag14b].

Review [BSG21, HMB17, Pet18, vL18, ACHVH09, BI08, BD07a, BMD07, BMD08a, BMD08b, CR10, CPM+07, DCM21, DCG+19, KCK21, MGC18, Moe18, MRR13, NO10, SG12, WRB+11, Wal16b, ZXS+22, ZCTN23, CF16].

reviewed [BS13].

reviewer [BD07b, GMPRSFV23, GHS21].

Reviewers [Ano10e, Ano11e, Ano12e, Ano14e, Ano15e, Ano13e, BGS19, BGCGS22, BGCGS23, SCML23].

reviews [BGGB13, GSV+21, MJB11, PD21, WLH19].

revised [Ley15b].

 revisited [Egg13a, Kos12d, vdBHS17b].

Revisiting [ACD12e, Abr18, MAS23].

revolution [RS16].

rewarded [CCSM21].

RG [LTH18].

rhetorical [The19a].

rhythm [LR10].

rising [PTV17].

risk [SM18, YWS23].

risks [RNB18b].

Rivals [vRVL+10].

roadmap [TWC+23].

Robust [Sta21, SW14, Zit10].

Robustness [BP22, Glä10, Mal16].

role [ADD21c, ÁBB21, BS17, DK21, HCC12, MSL+14, OMFF23, SJGBMA17, Sma18, Tu21, WG10a, vdBHS17a].

Ronald [Pet18].

room [ADD19b, WvEVW16].

Rooted [GNZ+19].

Rousseau [Pet18].

Royal [BGCGS23, BGCGS22].

RSS [LAT07, PTA07].

rule [MLDP21, SLK+23, WJ23].

rule-based [MLDP21, SLK+23].

rural [CFvL19].

Russian [CK22, MSY21].
Saint [SG12]. Same [AD15a, Dan16, GAD19]. sample
[BGC22, BGCGS23]. samples [BM13b]. Sampling
[WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström [Lin18c]. SAO
[YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16]. Sandström
[Lin18c]. SAO [YHS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable [CSH18, AAB+21]. scale
[ACD11b, Ant18, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, DBS15, DGV18a,
GG09, GGSG10, KJKS22, KR21, LCL+22, MMvMLC18, PSA21, RA15,
SK15, WW16, IYR2L14, ZH18, ZLR16]. scale-independent
[GG09, GGSG10]. scales [CH15, Egg10a, Glã07, Tok23, Vii17, Vii18].
44


LWB14, Lin18a, Lin18b, MMCR21, SCMG16, Tsa14, WOLD22, XZKS22.

[XXY+21, BP22, Bu21, CTDM17, DGGPSV14, HTLC21, HBB+23, JLYM16, JS14, JY21, JS22, KPS22, KJKS22, KB17, LDS+12, SAB+16, SVKM21, XZDS21, XZS21, XZKS22, YKKS16, YF23, ZLL+18].
topic-driven [KPS22]. topic-integrated [KJKS22].

Topic [XWY+21, BP22, Bu21, CTDM17, DGGPSV14, HTLC21, HBB+23, JLYM16, JS14, JY21, JS22, KPS22, KJKS22, KB17, LDS+12, SAB+16, SVKM21, XZDS21, XZS21, XZKS22, YKKS16, YF23, ZLL+18].
topic-driven [KPS22]. topic-integrated [KJKS22].

Topic-linked [XWY+21]. topic-model-based [HTLC21]. topical [AYL14, Din11a].

Topics [YDMS12, GLW+21, HLB+19, HLB+21, KBCR10, LY+17, LZR15, MN15, SA18, TBTB19, WHH22, XLG21, XHA+21, XYP+22, Yan14].

topical [AYL14, Din11a].

Total [LLH12, MSPD16, YR08]. trace [LYZ+17].

Trajectories [WW15, CXZ+22a, KJKS22, LBK+21]. Trajectory [JHK+16, KLC21, LBK+21]. transfer [RJDD08]. transformation [Ley12].


tweeting [CGXW22]. tweets [HB23b, YXX18, YXXW19].

twenty [AZS+14]. Twitter [WZHH23, DMS18, HWZW22, MA21, MdGNS22, WHH21, YKKS16, YXX+17, ZZZ+23]. Two [BMD10, NO10, RH13, Sino21b, ADZ18, CT16, DN17, EI10, Let16, MD12, PPFKB19, SSAGB11, XIYcG18, IYFyS18].

two-mode [DN17]. two-stage [XIYcG18, IYFyS18]. type [BI10, BD07a, BD09, Bur08, CH23, EP07, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER21, GS10, JSSK14, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, PSA21, San14, SMP12, SG07, Sino21b, Vii16].

types [FJOROMT22]. typical [Wal17a].
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